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ABSTRACT

A formulation of the integral representations of the dual  a

partial-wave amplitudes is presented.  One of the many advantages of

these representations is that one can extract the threshold coeffi-

cients without difficulty.  This is demonstrated in a calculation

of the scattering lengths and effective ranges for the s, p, d, and

f waves .

.
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I.  INTRODUCTION

1Subsequent to Veneziano's original paper,  a dual ww scattering

amplitude which meets the requirements of Regge asymptotic behavior and

crossing symmetry and which exhibits zero-width resonance poles was proposed

:           by Lovelace2 and Shapiro. 3 The partial-wave structure of this amplitude

and, in particular, its asymptotic behavior have been studied in the complex

angular-momentum plane and in the complex energy-squared plane by many

authors, partly in connection with the K-matrix unitarization scheme,
4-11

and partly in connection with dispersion-theoretic studies, among other

considerations.

In contrast to the partial-fraction expansion of partial waves which

has been used by most authors, we present a unified treatment of the

corresponding integral representations, which turn out to be more usefulC--

in many respects.  In this paper, we study, in some detail, the proiection

of the par *-81-waLes-in-the complex energy-squared plane and their threshold
..-Il- --I-

behavior; in a sequel, we will examine their asymptotic behavior and cut
.'.......#-.

structure.

In Sec. IIi we perform a partial-wave projection in the s-channel

physical region, and, in Sec. III, carry out the analytic continuation into

the entire complex energy-squared plane.  We exhibit, in Sec. IV, the

'=4

normal threshold behavior, with coefficients which can be easily calculated.

Here, we see, for the first time, the advantage of our partial-wave

formulation.  By way of application, we calculate the scattering lengths

and effective ranges for the s, p, d, and f waves in Sec. V.  An Appendix
.--I....9- .i'-

--I --1.../...I. «„I---W.---K#

isdevoted· to questions of kinematics and notation.

lin n 0 KjaMPE'imb
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II. PARTIAL-WAVE PROJECTION IN THE s-CHANNEL PHYSICAL REGION

711 e dual model  for the elastic T,Tr scattering amplitude was introduccd2,3

by identifying the isospin-two amplitude A2(s,t,u) of Eq. (A.3) with F(t,u),

where

r(1-a(x))r(1-a(y))
F(x,y) =

r(1-a(x)-aCy))
+ secondary terms, (2.1)

and a(x) = ax+b represents a linear Regge trajectory with a and b real.- -

The other amplitudes are then determined by Eqs. (A.2-4), being given by

Al(s,t,u) =  F(t,u) -  g[FCs,t) + F(s,u)],

Al(s,t,u) = g[F(s,u) - F(s,t)], (2.2)

A 2(s , t, u) = - g F (t, u),
%

where g is the overall coupling constant.  In our discussion, we take the

simplest form of F(x,y), neglecting the secondary terms, and assume that

a>0 and 0<b<1 (inasmuch as b>1 violates Froissart's bound12 and b=1

corresponds to the Pomeranchuk trajectory).

The amplitudes given by Eq. (2.2) are analytic functions of complex

s, t, and u, having only simple poles on the real axis.  In the s-channel

physical region, s, t, and u are real; also, s = 4v+4m2 2 4m2,
IT                Tr

t = -2v(1-cose) 5 0, and u = -2v(1+cose) s 0, where vEq2 and q is the c.m.

momentum.  We therefore find, in view of the identity r(z)r(1-z) =  /sin z,

1    ,

0,(s)                   du
ua(s)+a(t)-1 -a(t)

F(s,t) = sinwa(s)
sinE(a(s)+0(t)) (1-u) .   (2.3)

Changing the variable u to x such that u = 1/(1+e-X), and substituting

the expansion
13

00

iz cose
e        = I (21+1)i ji(z)P£(cose),

£=0
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where j£(z) is the spherical Bessel function [j (z) = (sin z)/z, j (z)1

= (sin z)/z2 - (cos z)/z, etc.], we obtain, from (2.3),

1   a(s)
F (s, t)   = - I (21+1)i£P£(cose)21 sinwa(s) £=0

-x(2 av-b+1)
r ii(a(s)-2 av+b)f-    e

X le                  dx                ' Cz)L- [1+e-x] a(s)+1 JE

-x(2 av-b+1)-ii(a(s)-2av+b) f-     e-e
 _-dx  Il+e-xla(s)+1 j£(w)}  ,     (2.4)

where z = -i2av(iw+x) and w = -i2av(-i +x).  In a similar fashion, we can

proceed to find a corresponding expansion for F(s,u); the result is that one

has simply to replace -z and -w for z and w in Eq. (2.4).

We define the partial waves Vt(-) (s) by

00

F<s,t) i F(s,u) = I (2£+1)V£    (s)Pt(cose) , (2.5)
1=0

ilTE

and, using j£(-z) = e   j£(+z), we see easily that

V£(+) (s)   =   [lfei £1        a(s)        1-iL- lh (v) , (2.61
sinwa(s) 2

i            where

/00 -x(2 av-b+1)

h£(v)
=e

I
dx -x-a(s)+1 j£(z)

iA(a(s)-2av+b)1     c

J_-                [1+e         J

-x(2 av-b+1)-iA(a(s)-2av+b) f-     e-   e                                              dx                                      j.(w) . (2.7)
 -    [1+e-xla(s)+1  L

Similarly, we define the partial waves Vt(s) by
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00

F(t,u) = I (2£+1)V£(s)P£(cose) (2.8)
1=0

and obtain

i Tr£ 1.£
V£(s) = [1+e   ]  1 (4 av-2b+1)g£(v) , (2.9)

where

c=     -x(2 av-b+1)
g£(v) = |  dx

e

4av-2b+2  £(i 2avx)
. (2.10)

'-=- [1+e-x]

Equations (2.6) and (2.9) show the signature factors explicitly.

III. ANALYTIC CONTINUATION

Up to now, we have restricted ourselves to the physical region.  Even

in this region, we observe that the integrands of h£(v) and g£(v), as

functions of complex x, have essential singularities only along the

imaginary axis and are analytic elsewhere.  Therefore, so long as we can

neglect the contribution from the far-distant arc, we can shift the path

of integration to any ray in the first and third or the fourth and second

quadrants in the complex x plane.

When v is real and positive (i.e., it assulnes a physical value), the

integrands of h£(v) are bounded by                                                      6

M(£,v)|tiw+x| exp[-(1-b)Re x] as Re x + += ,

and by

N(£,v)|tiw+x| exp[+(4am2+2b)Re x] as Re x + -- ,

where M(£,v) and N(£,v) are functions of £ and v only.  Herc, we have

used the incquality,
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r(V+1) Ju(z)·1 5 Ilzlue Im z| for V 2 -1 .

TIiis shows  that the contribution  from the far-distant arc indeed vanishes.

We see also that the integrand of g£(v) is bounded by |x| exp[-(1-b)|Re x|]

as |Re x| + -, which shows again that the contribution from the far-distant
4

arc vanishes.

We therefore shift the path of integration so that we have, for v real

and positive,

i6
00 -xe (2 av-b+1)

iw(a(s)-2 av+b)f i 6  e
h (\1) = e

L dx
e

-xe O(s)+1
i6        j£(z)

[1+e     ]

i 6

-iw(a(s)-2 av+b) f°° i 6 e -xe (2 av-b+1)
-e dx e j g (W)., (3.1)

i 6J- CO -xe a(s)+1
[1+e     ]

i 6                      i 6
where z = -i2av(iA+xe  ) and w = -i2av(-iA+xe  ); similarly,

i 6
f°° -Xe (2 av-b+1)i 6  e                          i6

g£ (v)  =  _-dx.e j £ (i 2 avxe
) (3.2)

i 6

[1+e-xe  l4av-2b+2

In both cases we have |6| < y .

Now we remove the restriction that v is real and positive, and extend

3                                                                            I i ie
v into its complex plane.  We see that as long as the phase 0 of v = Ivie

is such that the integrands of h£(v) and g£(v) are bounded at |x| = -, so

as to give the integrals validity, h£(v) and gt(v) are analytic functions

in this domain.  Since the integrands of h£(v) of (3.1) are bounded by

i6"£
M(v,£)|tiA+xe  1 exp{-x[2a|v|cos(0+6)+(1-b)cos6]+2a|v|x|cos(6+6)|}

as x + +co , and by
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N(v, £ ) | ti.Tr+xei.6    exp{ +x [ 2 a |v| cos (0 +6) +·(4im2+2b ) cos 6 ] -2a| v |x|cos (8+6 ) | }

as x + --, we find that the integrals defining h£(v) exist if and only if

2a|v|cos(0+6)+(1-b)cos6-28|v| |cos. (0+6)| > 0

0
and

2a|v|cos(6+6)+(4am2+2b)cos 6-2a|v| |cos(8+6)| >0.

From these conditions, we deduce that so long as

  8+61  5   and  |6|  < 1 (3.3)2   '

ht(v) [Eq. (3.1)] is analytic in the complex v plane.  We note also that

even if 8 =  , h£(v) is well.defined provided |v| is less than the smaller

of (1-b)/4a and (4am2+2b)/4a. Similarly, the integral defining g£(v)

[Eq. (3.2) ] exists for complex.v if (3.3) holds, because the integrand of

gE (v) is bounded by  | x |  exp { -2 a | vx  cos (8+6 )  -   | x ]. ( 1-b).cos 6  +  2 a | vx cos 60*6) | }

as |x| + oo.  We see also from this bound that the integral still exists for

8 =   provided |v| < (1-b)/4a.

We concluded therefore that h£(N), given by (3.1), and g£(v), given by

(3.2), are analytic functions in the entire complex v plane except along

the negative real axis, starting at -vL [where vL is the lesser of                       •

(1-b)/4a  and  (4am2  +  2b)/4a  for  h£(v)  and  (1-b)/4a  for  g£ (v)] .    They  are

free of singularities except possibly at infinity.

From Eq. (3.1), we observe that
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-i 6
-  -xe (2 av*-b+1)

h£* (v) = e dx e-i (a(s*) - 2 av* + b) -i6 e
-i 6

j£(z*)
-00

[1+e-xe   la(s*)+1

-i6
-xe   (2 av*-b+1)+iw(a(s*)  - 2av* + b) f- -i6 e-e dx e j£(w*) ,

-i 6'1-00 -xe
la(s *)+1[1+e

"

-i 6. -i6.
where z* = +i2 av*(-iA+xe ) and w* = +i2 av*(+iA+xe 1.  We know that the

i6                          .-i6
factor e   in h£(v) must appear as

e in h (v*) in virtue of the constraints
f.

i £(3.3).  By making use of j£(-z) = e   ji(+z), we find

2-1 2-lh
[i   h£(v)]* =i    £(v*) ,

which in turn gives

(*)            (+)
[VE " Cs)]* = VE - Cs*) (3.4)

Similarly, we see from Eq. (3.2) that

.£

[1 g£(v)]* = izg£(v*) ,

which yields                    ·

V£*(s) = V£(s*) 0 (3.5)

'.)

IV. THRESHOLD BEHAVIOR

Even though the integrals defining ht (v) and g£ (v) in Egs. (3.1) and

(3.2) look very complicated, they are very useful and powerful representations

of the partial waves.  In this section, we show how simply they yield the

threshold coefficients.
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We substitute the power-series expansion of j£(z),

C zil  £+2mr °°     j£(z) = 9 I  (-}m
m=0 m:I'(m+2+3)'

0.

into (3.1) and (3.2), obtaining the normal threshold behavior of the partial            o

waves:

h £ (v)            v  H£ (v)      ,

(4.1)

g£(v)   vZG£(v) ,

where

47'  .. 2 r .  .2m
lavJ

Hil (v)   =     2(-lai   mLO  m:r(m+1.+2 ·)

i6
..0 -xe  (2 av-b+1)

r i,T(a(s)-2 av+b) i6 e i 6 £+21x le dx e [i +xe  ]
i 6

J.-00 .-xe
la(s)+1[1+e

i 6

.-       -xe  (2 av-b+1)
-i (a(s)-2 av+b) 1 i 6 e i6 £+2m.

- e                      1-:xe               i,
[-i,T+xe ] J

[1+e-xe  la(s)+1

i.e.,

6.

.t r lav)
00 .  .2m

HZ (v) = 2i--2(-ia) m20 m:r(m+2+23)

-                                       i 6           -
.d .1+2m i 6 e

ro -xe (2 av-b+1-y)

X..ldyj                                                                                                                                         iasinT(a(s)-2 av+b+y)   dx e
-00 [1+e-xe la(s)+1 -y=0

(4.2)
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-                      i 6             -
2m 1+2m r°° -xe  (2 av-b+1+y)

Ggiv) - 4 (-ia),i m:;:1: '.3)  -[iiI      1.-'l" , , :1.e-xei,14'.-21'+2 -y.O  

The integrals in (4.2) yield14 simply beta functions, thus giving

- -

2    -             2m               , 2+2mC                     47(-ia)  ..r  (av)    · Cd ' r62av-b+1-y)
H£(v) = 2Ai 2 r(a(s)+1)

m=o m:r(m·,1+3) -lay-J I'(1-4am2-2b-2 av-y)
- y=0

(4.3)
-                                               -

CO 2m
(d 11+2m

GE (v)     =    1 (-ia)£    I               (av) i-1   8(2av-b+1+y, 2 av-b+1-y)ldyj
m=0   m:r (m+Z+ ) _ - Y=0

If we expand H£(v) and G£(v) around v = b, i.e.,

H£(v) = C£ + D£v' 11 0(\12) ,
(4.4)

G£(v) = E£ + F£v + 0 (v2) ,

we find that

6-(-ia) 2 2lri Id 11  r (1-b-y)
C z    =     2 r (2. 4. )          I' C 1+ A+b )       ldY]          r  (1- A - 2 b-y)      '

D    =  /IR-ia)        41rai      fd  1        r (1-b-y)     F
14(1-b-y) + 0(1-A-2b-y) - 20(1+X+b)  ,£ 2r(£+23) r(1+A+b) ldF r(1-A-2b-y) L

(4.5)

2  f. 1£E = 49(-ia)  la-| 8(1-b+y, 1-b-y) ,
         2 r (£+1)       tdy)

F  = *IT(-ia) fd 1 zr £ 2al39-  8(1-b+y, 1-b-y)  0(1-b+y) + 111(1-b-y) - 20(2-2b)  ,
E      2r (1+39

where  y  =  0.,  A  =  4am2, arid  41(z)  =  fLlnr(z).
dz
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V.  SCATTERING LENGTHS AND EFFECTIVE RANGES

As a simple application of our partial-wave formulation, we compute

the scattering lengths and effective ranges for the s, p, d, and f waves.

Since we have only the real part of the amplitude in the dual model,

we identify the real part of the right-hand side of Eq. (A. 10) with its

I                                                                                                          0left-hand side, where A (s,e) is.given by (2.2).  That.is to say, we have

Er  I -1   1 I

r   I
v LIag)   + Trgv + 0(\12)]    =   1  1 d(cose)AICs,e)p£(cose) . (5.1)

L(ag)-1 + 2lr v + 0.(\,2) 2  +v2£+1     24-: J
-1

If we define x  and y  such that

1                     fr Id(cose)AI(s,e)p£(cose) = v Lxg + vyI + 0(v2)] , (5.2)
-1

then we can express  aI  and rI in terms  of x   and y  as follows:

xI
a I     =    __ 2  4m  '

Tr

(5.3)

r  = -2 aI 6   +  1 -   y 
0 20    m2al   2m (aI)2A Z

'f

On the other hand, we find from Eqs. (2.2,5,6,8,9), (4.1,4) and (5.2)

that

xa = lg(1+eiTTE)iE[(1-2b)Eg + 3iac 18 Z E-'   ,

i TTE         Z  ryE = f2-g(1+e   )i L4aE£ + (1-2b)Fi + 3i4CZ .+ 3iaD 11-1 '                  .-

ilri 8-1
x  = -g(1-e   )i   (Cg ,

(5.4)
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i £..2-1
y  = -g(1-e   )1   (ECZ + aDZ) ,

i7TZ  Z

x  = -g(1+e  )i (1-2b)EE ,

i7TZ gryl = -g(1+e  )i [4aE£ + (1-2b)F£] ,

where

osinlr(A+b) = A+b and Esinlr(A+b) = 4a[l-Tr(A+b)cotTr(A+b)] .

Substituting (5.4) and (4.5) into (5.3), we can calculate the scattering

lengths and effective ranges.  For example, the scattering lengths for the

s, p, d, and f waves are:

ao = _g_ <r(1-b)r(1-b) -6 r(1-b)r(1-A-b)  
0 4m  r(1-2b) r(1-X-2b)      '                           (5.5)

a2    =    _        g       r (1 -b) r (1 -b)

0     2mT   r(1-2b)     '                              
                (5.6)

al _ _g_ XI'(l-b)r(1-A-b) [0(1-b) - 4,(1-A-21,)] , (5.7)1 - 6m3 r(l-A-2b)

r(1-b)a  -     X2r(1-b){ 4'(1-b)
2 - 120m5 r(1-2b)

."

3r(1-A:b) [(4(1-b)-41(1-A-2b))2 + 0,(1-b) - 41'(1-A-2b)]} , (5.8)r(1-1-2b)

a2 =_g 12r (1-b) r (1-b) 111,(1-b)
, (5.9)

2     60m5    r(1-2b)
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al   =                            r (1- A -2b)               { [* (1-b)    -   0(1- A -2b)] 3
g   X3r(1-b)r(1-A-b)

3   840m7

+ 3[0(1-b)  -  4(1-A-2b)][4'(1-b)  - 4'(1-A-2b)]

+ *"(1-b) - 0"(1-A-2b)} . (5.10)
...

Now, from Eqs. (5.5,6), we get, for b 0 1 ,

ao
0 1, r(1-1-b)r(1-2b) 1

a2 = - T 11-6 r(1-b)r(1-A-2b) 1  ,
(5.11)

0

from which we infer

(i)   for  A  E  4am   =  0,  b  0     ,

ao
0        5

7=.F; (5.12)

0

(ii)   for  l  and b  such  that  0  <  A  <<  l  and b  =  1 _  1  (ie. b satisfies2 4-'

Lovelace's condition2 am2 +b=  ),

.

ao
0

-6·-·2 -  6Aln2.+  0 (12) . (5.13)

a2
0

15The first term, -7/2, is Weinberg's ratio. To obtain (5.13), we have used

41 (1)   -  4, ( )  =  2  ln2.
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Similarly, from (5.5-7), we deduce

2a0 -·Sae = 18m al&(A,b) , (5.14)
0        0

where

r(1-b)r(1-X-2b) - 1
A[*Cl-b) - 0(1-1-2b)]8(A,b) = r(1-2b)r(1-1-b)     '         (5,15)

„i

If A << 1, we can expand 6(X,b) in powers of X, viz.,

8(A,b) =1+X E+ 0(A21 , (5.16)

where

2[0(1-b) - 0(1-2b)]E = [0(1-b) - 4(1-2b)]2 - 4,(1-b) - 4'(1-2b). . (5.17)

Lovelace'·s value2 b = 0.483, for example, gives E = -1.502 and

2a0 - Sa  = 18m al[l - 1.502X + 0(X2)]
. (5.18)

To obtain numerical values for the scattering lengths and effective

ranges,  we  take the experimental  pion  mass   (0.139  GeV) and rho-meson  mass

(0.765   GeV)  ,   and   adj ust the parameters   i  and  k  such   that

am2 +b=1 and am2 +b= 1  .
p                                      11                  2

The second condition'was taken by Lovelace* so that the dual model will

satisfy Adler's self-consistency condition. We adjust the overall
16

.3

Ihc9upling constant   g   so   that the p-wave resonance'  corresponds'  to'  the'

experimental rho-meson resonance width (0.125 GeV).  We then find g =.1.208,

a = 0.883, and b = 0.483. I'he resulting scattering lengths and effective

ranges are listed below:

a  = +0.230 m-1 rO = -6.43 m-1 ,
0               l f. . ·                   0              1T

a2 = _0.062 m-1 , r2   =   +44.7  m-1.,0                       1                                0                     A
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al . +0.047 m-3
rl = +17.1 m  ,1             T

a  = +0.12 x 10-2 155 , ro = +8.69 x 102 m3 ,

a2 = _0.43 x 10-4 m-5 r2 = +5.99 x 104 m) ,
2                         1 2 Tr          .. 1

al = +0.21 x 10-4 m-7 rl = +6.00 x 104 ms . ':

3                                       'ir                       3                                     TT

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We would like to emphasize that the integral representations we have

formulated for the partial waves of the dual xA scattering amplitudes are

very useful and powerful in many respects.  As we have seen, one of the

advantages of this formalism is that we can extract the threshold coeffi-

cients in a straightforward way.

To  exploit this advantage,  we have calculated the scattering lengths

and effective ranges for the s, p, d, and f waves.  We can of course extend

this procedure to the higher angular-momentum waves as well, and may use

them in the effective-range-approximation approach to unitarize the dual

partial-wave amplitudes in the low-energy region.

The merits of these integral representations will probably be more

mani fest  when we study the asymptotic behavior   of the partial waves   in   the
.

complex energy-squared plane. This subject will be investigated in a

subsequent paper.
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APPENDIX. KINEMATICS AND NOTATION

We consider the elastic 7T7T scattering amplitude for the process

a+b + c+d.  We follow closely the notation used in Ref. 3, defining

dcb a ,           the S matrix by S .= 1+i(21)464(Ep)T(s,t,u), with M   ·(s,t,u)
dcba

= T   (s,t,u)/16T. The quantities a, b, c, and d are Cartesian-basis
3

vectors  for the isospins  of the particles,  and  s,  't,  u  are  the usual

Mandelstam variables (pa+pb)2, ( a pc)2, .(pa+pd)2, respectively, All p's

being physical energy-momentum vectors.  The most general amplitude

satisfying Bose statistics, isospin conservation, and crossing symmetry 17

is

dcb a
M    (s , t,u) = A(s , t,u) 6 ab 6 cd

+ B(s,t.u)6  6'   ac bd

+ C(s,t,u)6 6 (A.1)ad bc  '

where

A(s,t,u) = ACs,u,i) = B(t,s,u) = C(u,t,s) . (A.2)

The total-isospin s-channel amplitudes are then ·given by

AO(s,t,u) =3 A+B+C,

A l(s,t,u)   =   B-C , (A. 3)

A2(s,t,u) =B+C.
4

We observe, in particular, that if A2(s,t,u) is known throughout the

Mandelstam diagram, then the entire amplitude is determined by

A(s,t,u)  =  - 2(s,t,u)  +   2(u,s,t)  +   2(t,u,s) . (A.4)

We define the volume element of the one-partic16 contribution to

Lorentz-invariant phase space  to be  (2Tr) -3d3p/2E. The. Lorentz-invariant
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normalization of states is then <p'|p> = (27r) 32E63(p,-P), In terms of

M(s ,t,u) and A(s,0), we have (daI/dO)  = (4/s) |MI 12 = (4/s) |AI(s,8) 12 ,el

and the unitarity condition SSt = StS = 1 gives

Im AI(s,e) = _1_   dn'AI(s,8")[AI(s,8,)]* (A.5)
4 7T ,/F   J ·

for s below the inelastic threshold.  Here, q is the c.m. momentum,

cose" = cose cose' + sine sine' cost', and 0 is the scattering angle in

the c.m. system.

We   de fine the parti al waves   AI(s)   by

00

AI(s,e) = I 2(21+1)AI(s)P£(cose) , (A.6)
2=0

where the extra factor 2 is due to Bose statistics.  Elastic unitarity,

Eq. (A.5), gives

Im A
:(s} = 3 1 -A:(5}12

. (A.7)

The phase shift 6 (s) is defined. by

4-     i t   (s) I (A. 8)AI(s) = yii e  z   sin6£(s) ,

so that it satisfies CA.7) in the elastic region.

The "scattering lengths" a  and the "effective ranges" r  are defined by

21+1 I 1       1  Io
q    cot6£(s) = •-r + 2-rgq* + 0(q41 . (A.9)

a
f.

It follows from Eqs. (A.6,8,9) that

    -ld(cose)AI(s,e)p£(cose) = q22'/[(a )-1+  rgIq2 + 0(q4) - iq22'+11 .(A.10)

Near a resonance, we obtain the Breit-Wigner relation
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I
i6 Cs) I I 2  I

e£  sin6£(s)  M r /(M -s-i M r) (A. 11)
RE               R                                             RZ            '

where  MR  and  I'   are  the  mass   and the width  of the resonance, respectively.
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